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Abstract 
Chang et al. [1] proposed an integrated inventory model with an order-size-dependent trade credit. However, quality issues were 
not discussed in their model. It is unrealistic for a production system to produce 100 percent good products. The number of 
-hand inventory level, service level, and frequency of orders. Therefore, this 
paper extends [1] model with defective items. Moreover, we consider the capital investment in quality 
improvement. The objective of our analysis is to determine the optimal ordering, shipping, and quality improvement policies to 
maximize joint total profit per unit time. An iterative algorithm is established to obtain the optimal solution. Furthermore, a 
sensitivity analysis is conducted to study the effects of changing main parameter values on the optimal solution. 
 
Keywords: integrated inventory model; quality improvement; order-size-dependent trade credit; capital investment 
1. Introduction 
Permissible delay in payment is a common practice in business, and many scholars have presented relevant 
studies on this issue. Haley and Higgins [2] first proposed an economic order quantity (EOQ) model where the 
permissible delay in payment was considered. Later, Goyal [3] studied an EOQ model incorporating trade credit in 
which the buyer does not need to pay the payment and interest during the credit period. Because of changes in 
business environment and trade diversification, various trade credit policies are developed. Examples of such 
policies includes two-part trade credit (Huang and Chung [4]; Ho et al. [5]; Tsao [6]), two-level trade credit (Huang 
[7]; Chen [8]; Ho [9]), and order-size-dependent credit policy (Chung et al. [10]; Chang et al. [1]; Ouyang et al. 
[11]). Recently, Chang et al. [1] proposed an integrated inventory model in which the trade credit is related to the 
order quantity. That is, the buyer will obtain the permissible delay in payment if order quantity reaches a threshold 
quantity; otherwise, the buyer has to pay up immediately upon receiving the items. However, the quality issue is not 
considered in their model. 
The assumption of a perfect production process is unrealistic in practice. Some yield of defective items is 
inevitable, and models assuming perfect production ignore the costs incurred due to defectives. Porteus [12] first 
presented an EPQ model with an imperfect production process that could be improved through capital investment. 
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Ouyang et al. [13] proposed an integrated inventory model with quality improvement and lead time reduction. 
Parveen and Rao [14] further investigated an integrated inventory model with quality improvement, lead time, and 
setup cost reduction. Yedes et al. [15] presented an integrated inventory model with an imperfect production process. 
To reflect the actual production and inventory situation, quality issues should be considered in the model. 
This paper extends [1] model and studies an integrated vendor-buyer inventory model where trade 
credit and defective items are considered. The trade credit ; the 
buyer can fully delay its payment if its order reaches a threshold quantity, but otherwise may only partially delay its 
presented to solve the optimal solution. Further, numerical examples and sensitivity analyses are provided to explain 
various phenomena of this model.  
2. Notation and assumptions 
2.1. Notation 
D market demand rate 
P P>D 
A  
K  
F  fixed transportation cost per shipment 
c  
v v>c 
p p>v 
hv  
hb1 -defective items per unit time, excluding interest charges 
hb2 hb2 hb1 
s  
x  
0 defective rate of production quantity before the capital investment (a given value), 0< 0<1 
 defective rate of production quantity through the capital investment, 0< 0 
C( ) capital investment required to reduce the defective rate from 0 to  
 percentage decrease in per $ increase in investment C( ) 
  
w  
fVc M] 
IVp  
IBe interest earned per $ per unit time 
IBp  
Q -defective items) per order 
Qd the threshold quantity set by vendor at which the full delay payment permitted 
 proportion of partial delay payment permitted by the vendor 
q the quantity which the vendor transports to the buyer per shipment 
n number of shipments from the vendor to the buyer per order, a positive integer 
M length of delay payment 
T length of replenishment cycle  
Td time interval in which Qd / n units are depleted to zero due to demand 
2.2. Assumptions 
(1). Consider single-vendor single-buyer with single item in infinite planning horizon. 
(2). To avoid the shortage, the production rate of non-defective items needs to greater than demand rate. That is, 
)P>D. 
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(3). The buyer orders quantity Q (for non-defective items) and requests vendor to transport the order quantity in n 
equally sized shipments, where n is a positive integer. 
(4). The defective items found through the buyer s inspection process will return to the vendor in a batch at the next 
beginning of replenishment time. Therefore, the buyer s received items from the vendor, in which the quantity of 
non-defective is (1- )q, the length of replenishment cycle T=(1- )q/D, the quantity per shipment q=Q/[n(1- )], 
the production quantity per production run nq=Q/(1- ), and the order quantity Q is the sum of all non-defectives 
in n times = n(1- )q = nDT. 
(5). If the buyer s order quantity reach the threshold quantity (i.e., Q Qd), the vendor provides full delay payment 
and the credit period is M. Otherwise, the vendor provides partial delay payment with  proportion (0 <1) and 
the remaining balance 1  proportion should pay immediately when the goods arrived, therefore the vendor can 
use the balance to earn interest rate fVc during the period [0, M]. 
(6). The capital investment, C( ), in improving process quality (reducing defective rate) is given by the logarithmic 
function C( )= 1 ( )0ln , 0< 0<1. 
3. Mathematical model 
3.1. The vendor s total profit per unit time 
The vendor s total profit per unit time is composed of sales revenue ( ( )D v c ), setup cost ( KnT ), holding cost 
( 11 (1 ) 2 2 (1 )[ ]v
h DT n nDD
P P ), handling cost of defective items ( 1
w q w D
T ), opportunity cost of capital investment 
in quality ( ( ) ( )0A ln ), interest earned during [0, M] and opportunity cost due to delay payment. The 
interest earned during [0, M] is (1 ) (1 )Vc Vc
vQf M
nT Dvf M  when Q<Qd (T<Td), or 0 when Q Qd (T Td). The 
opportunity cost due to delay payment is (1 ) Vp
Vpv qI M
T DvI M  when Q<Qd (T<Td), or 
(1 )
Vp
Vpv qI M
T DvI M  
when Q Qd (T Td). 
Hence, the vendor s total profit per unit time (denoted by ( , , )VTP n T ) can be expressed as follows: 
1
2
( ) if( ) ( ) if
d
d
VTP T TVTP VTP T T
,  
,  , (1) 
where 
1
( )VTP ( )D v c KnT
1
1 (1 ) 2 2 (1 )[ ]v
h DT n nDD
P P 1
w D ( )0ln VpDvI M  
(1 ) VcDvf M , (2) 
2
( )VTP ( )D v c KnT
1
1 (1 ) 2 2 (1 )[ ]v
h DT n nDD
P P 1
w D ( )0ln VpDvI M .  (3) 
3.2. The buyer s total profit per unit time 
The buyer s total profit per unit time is composed of sales revenue ( ( )D p v ), ordering cost ( AnT ), fixed 
transportation cost ( FT ), holding cost ( 1 222 1 2 (1 )(1 )1 1[ ] [ ]
b bh DT h DTD D
xx ), inspection cost ( 1
sq sD
T ), interest 
earned during [0, M], opportunity cost due to partial delay payment and opportunity cost for the items still on hand. 
The interest earned and opportunity cost are summarized in Table 1. 
Therefore, the buyer s total profit per unit time (denoted by ( , )BTP n T ) can be expressed as follows: 
1
2
( , ) if( , ) ( , ) if
d
d
BTP n T T TBTP n T BTP n T T T
,  
,  , (4) 
where 
11
1 12
13
( , ) if
( , ) ( , ) if
( , ) if
d
d
d
BTP n T T T M
BTP n T BTP n T T M T
BTP n T M T T
,  
,  
,  
, 
21
2 22
23
( , ) if
( , ) ( , ) if
( , ) if
d
d
d
BTP n T T T M
BTP n T BTP n T T M T
BTP n T M T T
,  
,  
,  
 (5) 
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and 
11
( , )BTP n T
12
( , )BTP n T  
( )D p v AnT
F
T
1 2
22 1 2 (1 )(1 )1 1[ ] [ ]
b bh DT h DTD D
xx 1
sD  
2( )Be
TDpI M (1 ) BpDvI M , (6) 
13
( , )BTP n T ( )D p v AnT
F
T
1 2
22 1 2 (1 )(1 )1 1[ ] [ ]
b bh DT h DTD D
xx 1
sD  
2
2
BeDpI M
T (1 ) BpDvI M
2( )
2
BpDvI T M
T , (7) 
21
( , )BTP n T ( )D p v AnT
F
T
1 2
22 1 2 (1 )(1 )1 1[ ] [ ]
b bh DT h DTD D
xx 1
sD  
2( )Be
TDpI M , (8) 
22
( , )BTP n T 23 ( , )BTP n T  
( )D p v AnT
F
T
1 2
22 1 2 (1 )(1 )1 1[ ] [ ]
b bh DT h DTD D
xx 1
sD  
2
2
BeDpI M
T
2( )
2
BpDvI T M
T . (9) 
Table 1. The buyer s interest earned and opportunity cost 
 
 
Interest earned during [0, M] 
Opportunity cost due to partial 
delay payment 
Opportunity cost for the items still 
on hand 
Case 1-1: 
T < Td  M  
0 d ( )[ ]
TBepI
T Dt t DT M T  
2( )Be
TDpI M  
(1 ) BpQvI M
nT  
(1 )
Bp
DvI M  
0 
Case 1-2:  
T  M  Td  
0 d ( )[ ]
TBepI
T Dt t DT M T  
2( )Be
TDpI M  
(1 ) BpQvI M
nT  
(1 )
Bp
DvI M  
0 
Case 1-3:  
M  T < Td  
2
0 2d
MBe BepI DpI M
T TDt t  
(1 ) BpQvI M
nT  
(1 )
Bp
DvI M  
( )dTBp M
vI
T D T t t  
2( )
2
BpDvI T M
T  
Case 2-1:  
Td  T  M  
0 d ( )[ ]
TBepI
T Dt t DT M T  
2( )Be
TDpI M  
0 0 
Case 2-2:  
Td  M  T  
2
0 2d
MBe BepI DpI M
T TDt t  0 
( )dTBp M
vI
T D T t t  
2( )
2
BpDvI T M
T  
Case 2-3:  
M  Td  T  
2
0 2d
MBe BepI DpI M
T TDt t  0 
( )dTBp M
vI
T D T t t  
2( )
2
BpDvI T M
T  
3.3. The joint total profit per unit time 
This integrated inventory system is made up through the cooperation between the vendor and the buyer. 
Therefore, the joint total profit per unit time (denoted by ( , , )JTP n T ) can be expressed as: 
1
2
( , , ) if( , , ) ( , , ) if
d
d
JTP n T T TJTP n T JTP n T T T
,  
,  , (10) 
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where 
11 1 11
1 12 1 12
13 1 13
( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if
( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if
( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if
d
d
d
JTP n T VTP BTP n T T T M (11)
JTP n T JTP n T VTP BTP n T T M T (12)
JTP n T VTP BTP n T M T T
 
,  
,                          
,  
 ,
(13)                       
21 2 21
2 22 2 22
23 2 23
( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if
( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if .
( , , ) ( ) ( , ) if
d
d
d
JTP n T VTP BTP n T T T M (14)
JTP n T JTP n T VTP BTP n T T M T (15)
JTP n T VTP BTP n T M T T
,  
,                          
,  (16)                    
 
Note that 12 ( , , )JTP n M = 13 ( , , )JTP n M  and 21 ( , , )JTP n M = 22 ( , , )JTP n M  for fixed n and  by Eq. (12)  (15). 
4. Solution procedure 
Our objective is to find the optimal shipment times n*, replenishment cycle T* and defective rate * that makes the 
joint total profit ( , , )JTP n T  maximum. 
First, to know how the shipment times n effects the joint total profit ( , , )JTP n T , taking the second order partial 
derivative of 1 ( , , )JTP n T  and 2 ( , , )JTP n T  with respect to n for given T and , respectively. We get 
2
2 3
2( )( , , ) 0i
A K
n n TJTP n T , 1, 2i . 
Therefore, ( , , )JTP n T  is a concave function of n for any given T and . So that, the local optimal solutions of n is 
also the global optimal solution for given T and . Then, to solve T and  that makes the joint total profit maximum 
for given n. It is discussed in 6 cases as follows. 
Case 1-1: dT T M  
For any given n, taking the first order partial derivative of 11 ( , , )JTP n T  with respect to T and , respectively, 
and setting the results equal to zero, we obtain 
11 ( , , )T JTP n T 2 2 0
n Be
n
S DpI
nT
, (17) 
11 ( , , )JTP n T
2 2
1 2
3 3 2 2
2 (1 /2) ( )(1 ) ( 1)
2(1 ) 2 (1 ) (1 )
v b b v
b
D h n D h h h nD
P x
T h 2
( )
(1 )
0D w s .  (18) 
where 0nS A K nF , and 
2 1 2
2 1 2
(1 /2) ( 1)
2 2(1 ) 2 1(1 ) 0( )
v v b b
n b b
h n h n h hD
P x h h D . 
Solving Eq. (17), we can obtain the value of T (denoted by 11 ( , )T n ) given as 
11 2( , ) ( )
BeDpI
n nT n S n . (19) 
Then, taking the second order partial derivative of 11 ( , , )JTP n T  with respect to T, it gets 
2
2 311
2, , 0nS
T nT
JTP n T . 
Therefore, 11 ( , , )JTP n T  is the concave function of T for fixed n and . Hence, 11 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value 
at 11 ( , )T T n  for given n and . 
To ensure 110 ( , ) dT n T , we substitute Eq. (19) into this inequality and get  
22 (2 )n d n BeS nT DpI  if and only if 11( , ) dT n T  (20) 
On the other hand, when 22 (2 )n d n BeS nT DpI , 
2
211
(2 )
22( , , )
d n Be Be
n
nT DpI DpI
T nTJTP n T
2
22( )( ) 01Be d
DpI T
n T , (0, )dT T . 
Therefore, 11 ( , , )JTP n T  is the strict increasing function in (0, )dT T , thus the value of T which maximizes 
11 ( , , )JTP n T  does not exist. 
Let 21 (2 )n d n BenT DpI , and 
*
11T  denotes the optimal solution of T for given n and  in Case 1-1. Then we 
can obtain the following result: 
Corollary 1. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 12 n nS , then 11 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
11 11 ( , )T T n . 
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(2) If 12 n nS , then the value 
*
11T  which maximizes 11 ( , , )JTP n T  does not exist. 
Using the similar procedure, we can obtain the value of T in other cases (denoted by ( , )ijT n , 
12,13, 21, 22, 23ij  for corresponding Case 1-2, 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3) by solving ( , , ) 0ijT JTP n T  for given n 
and , and let *ijT  
( 12,13, 21, 22, 23ij  for corresponding case 1-2, 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3) denotes the optimal solution 
of T for given n and . We obtain the following corollaries for each case. 
Case 1-2: dT M T   
Corollary 2. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 22 n nS , then 12 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
12 12 ( , )T T n . 
(2) If 22 n nS , then 12 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
12T M . 
Where 22 (2 )n n BenM DpI  and 212 11 ( )( , ) ( , )
BeDpI
n nS nT n T n . 
Case 1-3: dM T T   
Corollary 3. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 2 32n n nS , then 13 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
13 13 ( , )T T n . 
(2) If 22 n nS , then 13 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
13T M . 
(3) If 32 n nS , then the maximum value of 13 ( , , )JTP n T  does not exist. 
Where 2 23 [ (2 ) ( )]n d n Bp Be Bpn T DvI DM pI vI  and  
2
13 [2 ( )] (2 )( , ) n Be Bp n BpS nDM pI vI n DvIT n . 
Case 2-1: dT T M   
Corollary 4. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 1 22n n nS , then 21 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
21 21 ( , )T T n . 
(2) If 12 n nS , then 21 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
21 dT T . 
(3) If 22 n nS , then 21 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
21T M . 
Where 221 ( , ) ( )
BeDpI
n n
T n S n . 
Case 2-2: dT M T   
Corollary 5. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 22 n nS , then 22 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
22 22 ( , )T T n . 
(2) If 22 n nS , then 22 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
22T M . 
Where 222 [2 ( )] (2 )( , ) n Be Bp BpnS nDM pI vI n DvIT n . 
Case 2-3: dM T T   
Corollary 6. For any given n  and , 
(1) If 32 n nS , then 23 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
23 23 ( , )T T n . 
(2) If 32 n nS , then 23 ( , , )JTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
23 dT T . 
Where 23 22
2
( , ) ( , ) [2 ( )] (2 )n Be Bp n BpT n T n S nDM pI vI n DvI . 
Next, for given *ijT ( 11,12,13, 21, 22, 23ij ), we substitute *ijT  into corresponding ( , , )ijJTP n T , and let 
2 2
1 2
3 3 2
2 (1 /2) ( )(1 ) ( 1)*
22(1 ) 2 (1 ) (1 )
( ) [ ]v b b vij
D h n D h h h nD
ij bP x
f T h 2
( )
(1 )
D s w , 0(0, ] . 
Taking the derivative of ( )ijf  with respect to , we get 
2 2
1 2
4 4 3
6 (1 /2) ( )(2 )*
2(1 ) (1 ) (1 )
( ) 1 2[ ( ) ]v b bD h n D h h Dij ij v bP x
d
d f T h n h 3 2
2 ( )
(1 )
0D s w , 0( )0, . 
Therefore, ( )ijf  is the strict decreasing function in 0(0, ] .  
Because 0lim ( )ijf , and 
2 2
1 2 0
3 3 2
0 0 0
0
2 (1 /2) ( )(1 ) ( 1)*
22(1 ) 2 (1 ) (1 )
( ) [ ]v b b vij
D h n D h h h nD
ij bP x
f T h 2
00
( )
(1 )
D s w . 
By the Intermediate Value Theorem, we can obtain the following results: 
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Corollary 7. For any given n  and *ijT , 
(1) If 0( ) 0ijf , then exist a unique 0(0, ]ij  satisfied 
*( , , ) | 0ij ij ijJTP n T . 
(2) If 0( ) 0ijf , then the value of 0(0, ]ij  satisfied 
*( , , ) 0ij ijJTP n T  does not exist. 
Corollary 8. For any given n  and *ijT , 
(1) If 0( ) 0ijf , then 
*( , , )ij ijJTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
ij ij , where 0(0, ]ij  and satisfied 
*( , , ) 0ij ijJTP n T . 
(2) If 0( ) 0ijf , then 
*( , , )ij ijJTP n T  has maximum value at 
*
0ij . 
Summarizing above discussions, the following algorithm is developed to find the optimal values for n, T and . 
Algorithm (where 11, 21, 22ij , if Td M ; and 12,13, 23ij , if Td M) 
Step 1.  Let 0n , and set ( ) ( )( , , ) 0n nJTP n T . 
Step 2.  Let 1n n . 
Step 3.  Let 0k , and start with *, 0ij k . 
Step 4.  Find each *,ij kT  by 
*
,ij k . 
Step 5.  For each *,ij kT , calculate the corresponding 
*
, 1ij k . 
Step 6.  If the difference between *,ij k  and 
*
, 1ij k  is quite small (e.g., 
* * 5
, , 1 10ij k ij k ), take 
*
,
n
ij ij kT T  and 
*
,
n
ij ij k , then 
( ) ( )( , )n nij ijT  is the optimal solution for given n, and find the corresponding joint total 
profit ( ) ( )( , , )n nij ij ijJTP n T . Otherwise, take 1k k  and return to Step 4. 
Step 7.  Find ( ) ( ),max ( , , )
n n
i j ij ij ijJTP n T , and let ),,( )()( nnTnJTP
( ) ( )
,
max ( , , )n ni j ij ij ijJTP n T . 
Step 8.  If ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)( , , ) ( 1, , )n n n nJTP n T JTP n T , then return to Step 2. Otherwise, take 
* * * ( 1) ( 1)( , , ) ( 1, , )n nn T n T , then * * *( , , )n T  is the optimal solution. 
Note that once * * *( , , )n T  is obtained, the optimal order quantity * * *Q n DT  follows. The optimal production 
quantity is * */ (1 )Q ; the capital investment is 0** 1( ) ( )C = ln ; the maximum joint total profit per unit time is 
* * *( , , )JTP n T . 
5. Numerical examples 
Example 1 To illustrate the above solution procedure, we consider an inventory system with the following data: 
D=10,000 units/year, P=30,000 units/year, A=$50 /order, K=$120 /setup, F=$25 /shipment, c=$11 /unit, v=$20 /unit, 
p=$25 /unit, hv=$0.2 /unit/year, hb1=$0.2 /unit/year, hb2=$0.1 /unit/year, w=$5 /unit, s=$0.5 /unit, x=175,200 
units/year, M=30 days(=0.0822 year), fVc=0.02, IVp=0.05, IBe=0.025, IBp=0.035, =0.001, =0.2, =0.3, 0=0.02 and 
Qd=3,000 units. Following the proposed algorithm, we can obtain the optimal replenishment cycle T*=0.0822<0.1= 
Td (i.e., the optimal order quantity Q*=2466<3000=Qd). Hence, the vendor only offers partial delay payment and 
pays capital investment amount C( *)=$1,715.48 which improves the defective rate from 0.02 to 0.00359756. As a 
result, the total profit per year of vendor is $88,836, buyer is $44,247, and joint is $133,083.  
Example 2 In this example, we want to know how the (proportion of partial delay payment) effects in this supply 
chain system. Using the same data as Example 1 and consider {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}, the optimal solutions 
are shown in Table 2. 
order quantity Q*<Qd=3000), as the  
implies the more proportion of partial delay payment the vendor offered (i.e., the more amount of delay payment the 
vendor permitted), the less order quantity the buyer ordered, this is because buyer in order to take the advantages of 
ay payment they offered, 
the more opportunity cost they lost during the credit period, it results in the corresponding profit decreases. From the 
o. On the 
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other hand, all the values have no change while the proportion of partial delay payment changes if Q*>Qd. Hence, 
the proportion of partial delay payment should set more carefully by the vendor to avoid the more loss in profit. 
Table 2. The sensitivity analysis on   
 Td n* T*(year) * Q* C ( *) 
profit ($/year) 
vendor buyer joint 
0 0.1 3 T13=M=0.0822 13=0.00359756 2466 1715.48 89181 44074 JTP13=133255 
0.1 0.1 3 T13=M=0.0822 13=0.00359756 2466 1715.48 89066 44132 JTP13=133198 
0.3 0.1 3 T13=M=0.0822 13=0.00359756 2466 1715.48 88836 44247 JTP13=133083 
0.5 0.1 3 T13=M=0.0822 13=0.00359756 2466 1715.48 88606 44361 JTP13=132967 
0.7 0.05 6 T22=0.0826480 22=0.00359219 4959 1716.97 88109 44751 JTP22=132860 
0.9 0.05 6 T22=0.0826480 22=0.00359219 4959 1716.97 88109 44751 JTP22=132860 
6. Conclusions 
This paper finds that the vendor should set the proportion of partial delay payment and the threshold quantity 
more careful, therefore the vendor can avoid the more loss in profit and to attract the sales more effective. And the 
more quantity the buyer orders, the more capital investment the vendor has to pay. 
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